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ABSTRACT
Cold dark matter haloes consist of a relatively smooth dark matter component as well as a
system of bound subhaloes. It is the prevailing practice to include all mass, including mass in
subhaloes, in studies of halo density profiles in simulations. However, often in observational
studies satellites are treated as having their own distinct dark matter density profiles in addition
to the profile of the host. This difference can make comparisons between theoretical and
observed results difficult. In this workwe investigate density profiles of the smooth components
of host haloes by excluding mass contained within subhaloes. We find that the density profiles
of the smooth halo component (without subhaloes) differ substantially from the conventional
halo density profile, declining more rapidly at large radii. We also find that concentrations
derived from smooth density profiles exhibit less scatter at fixed mass and a weaker mass
dependence than standard concentrations. Both smooth and standard halo profiles can be
described by a generalised Einasto profile, an Einasto profile with a modified central slope,
with smaller residuals than either an NFW or Einasto profile. These results hold for bothMilky
Way-mass and cluster-mass haloes. This new characterisation of smooth halo profiles can be
useful for many analyses, such as lensing and dark matter annihilation, in which the smooth
and clumpy components of a halo should be accounted for separately.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The gravitational collapse of over-dense patches of the universe in
the Lambda–Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) cosmology culminates in
the formation of virialized dark matter-dominated structures called
dark matter haloes. Much of the modelling necessary to undertake
modern data analyses for the purposes of understanding cosmol-
ogy, the nature of dark matter, or the evolution of galaxies relies on
our understanding of various properties of dark matter haloes. Halo
properties and their evolution have been investigated theoretically
and in great detail (e.g., White & Frenk 1991; Kauffmann et al.
1993; Cole et al. 1994; Somerville & Primack 1999; Benson et al.
2000; Zheng et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2013; Ludlow et al. 2019). Sim-
ilarly there are a number of observational probes of the structures
of dark matter haloes, including gravitational lensing (Meneghetti
et al. 2005; Mandelbaum et al. 2006; Comerford & Natarajan 2007;
Johnston et al. 2007; Okabe et al. 2013; Umetsu et al. 2016), X-ray
surface brightness/temperature (Nagai et al. 2007), and line-of-sight
? E-mail: cef41@pitt.edu
† E-mail: yymao.astro@gmail.com; NHFP Einstein Fellow
velocity dispersion of either stars (Battaglia et al. 2005; Newman
et al. 2013; Yıldırım et al. 2016) or satellites (Merritt 1987; More
et al. 2011). The delicate marriage of dark matter halo theory and
observation is fundamental for our understanding of galaxy forma-
tion and evolution.
N-body simulations have been instrumental in determining the
structures and mass assembly histories of haloes. Haloes grow hier-
archically. Large haloes accumulate their masses through mergers
with smaller haloes, which leave a lasting imprint. On dynamical
timescales (∼3–4Gyr at z = 0), infalling haloes may be stripped
of their mass and/or disrupted, while those that survive become
dense, self-bound objects orbiting within the larger host halo (see
e.g., Kauffmann et al. 1993; Zentner & Bullock 2003; Zentner et al.
2005; Bullock 2010). Therefore, host dark matter haloes are com-
posed of (1) a relatively smooth component and (2) subhaloes, the
gravitationally bound haloes that reside within the larger hosts. The
smooth component of a halo consists primarily of disrupted sub-
haloes from earliermergers (e.g., Purcell et al. 2007; Zavala&Frenk
2019), but there may also be a sub-dominant contribution acquired
via smooth accretion (e.g., Wang et al. 2011).
A basic characteristic of a dark matter halo is its density pro-
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file, which describes the way that mass is distributed throughout the
bound object. Despite the fact that halo formation is a complex pro-
cess, N-body simulations have shown that the mass distributions of
dark matter haloes are well described by the same equilibrium den-
sity profile at all masses. The most widely used halo density profile
is the isotropic Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile (Navarro et al.
1996, 1997). The NFW profile is a two-parameter (one-parameter at
fixedmass) functional form that describes the halomass distribution
as a function of distance from the halo centre:
ρ(r) = ρsr
rs
(1 + rrs )2
, (1)
where ρs is the characteristic over-density. The length scale, rs , is
referred to as the characteristic radius or scale radius; it corresponds
to the radius at which d ln ρ/d ln r = −2.
The degree to which the mass within a halo is concentrated
toward the halo centre is often quantified by the dimensionless
halo concentration parameter, c = rvirrs . The virial radius, rvir, can
be thought of as the “outer edge” of the halo that characterises
the halo size. Halo concentration has a well-known dependence
upon both mass (the concentration–mass relation) and redshift (e.g.,
Navarro et al. 1997; Bullock et al. 2001; Klypin et al. 2016). Profile
parameters of individual haloes, such as concentration, are typically
determined by building a spherically averaged density profile from
simulation data and fitting this profile to the NFW form.
The contributions of substructure are handled differently in
observational and theoretical studies, which provides challenges to
compare results between them. In simulation analyses, spherical
averages of haloes typically include all halo substructure. In ob-
servational investigations, such as the analyses of gravitational lens
systems, the spherically averaged halo profile is typically modelled
with a particular form, the parameters of which are then inferred
from the data (e.g., Möller et al. 2002; Limousin et al. 2006). How-
ever, in such observational studies, it is often the case that the
observed substructures (e.g., satellite galaxies) within a lensed sys-
tem are assigned their own, distinct density profiles in addition to
the profile attributed to the host system (e.g., Newman et al. 2013;
Nierenberg et al. 2017; Despali et al. 2018; Gilman et al. 2020).
Thus there arises the risk that these subhaloes are being double
counted. If the subhaloes are to be treated as discrete units with
their own properties, one needs to use halo density profiles devel-
oped to exclude the mass within substructures. Likewise, if one
were to exclude subhaloes from the host halo and then model the
subhaloes separately, there is no guarantee that the same host halo
mass profile (e.g., NFW) would still be an accurate representation
of the host. These concerns are the focus of the present work.
In this work we examine the impact of subhaloes on host halo
mass profiles, and the ability of analytic profiles like theNFWprofile
to accurately describe halo mass distributions that do not include
the mass associated with subhaloes. To do this, we make use of the
density profiles of haloes from which we have removed the mass
associatedwith subhaloes, a technique first used byWu et al. (2013).
Even when we exclude subhaloes we are still spherically averaging
the haloes. In order to explore a wide range of masses, we use two
sets of high-resolution zoom-in simulations. One simulation focuses
on Milky Way-mass haloes and the other on cluster-sized haloes.
In Section 2 we describe the simulations used in our work, the
halo finder, and the halo density calculations. Section 3 details our
analysis methods of the halo profiles through statistical methods and
fitting to different mass profile prescriptions. Section 4 presents the
results for both stacked and individual haloes in order to compare
different functional forms for the density profile. In Section 5 we
summarise our results and conclude that the mass distributions
of the smooth component of the halo and the combination of the
smooth and subhalo components are distinctly different, especially
in the outer region of the halo mass distribution and describe the
implications of such a result with a more universal mass profile, the
generalised Einasto profile.
2 SIMULATIONS
In the following section, we outline the simulations and halo finder
used, the methods for calculating simulated halo density profiles,
and the procedures used to excluding mass associated with sub-
haloes.
2.1 Zoom-In Simulations of Two Mass Regimes
In this work we use two sets of zoom-in, gravity-only simulations.
The first set consists of 45 zoom-in simulations focusing on haloes
of approximately the mass of the Milky Way’s halo and initially
presented in Mao et al. (2015), which we refer to as the Mao et al.
Milky way Mass Zoom-in (MMMZ) simulations in the remainder
of this paper. The second simulation suite comprises 96 cluster-
mass zoom-in simulations known as the RHAPSODY simulations,
first presented in Wu et al. (2013). All analyses performed in this
paper are applied to both sets of simulations, allowing us to test for
consistency of results across several orders of magnitude in halo
mass and to test for mass dependence. In both cases we use the
present-day (z = 0) snapshots.
The haloes in the MMMZ simulations cover a very narrow
range in virial mass (Mvir = 1012.1±0.03 M). The cosmologi-
cal parameters for the simulations are as follows: matter density
ΩM = 0.286; dark energy density ΩΛ = 1 − ΩM = 0.714; Hub-
ble parameter h = H0/100 = 0.7; mass fluctuation amplitude
σ8 = 0.82; and scalar spectral index ns = 0.96.
These MMMZ haloes were selected for high-resolution re-
simulation from a parent c125-1024 dark-matter-only simulation
run with L-GADGET (see Becker 2015; Lehmann et al. 2017).
The high-resolution zoom-in regions have a particle mass of mp =
3.0 × 105 h−1M and a softening length of 170 h−1 pc comoving.
We take the resolution limit in our analyses to be four times the
softening length, or 0.68 h−1 kpc for the Milky Way mass haloes.
The lower limit to the subhalo maximum circular velocity Vmax for
convergence is approximately 10 km s−1. For more details on the
MMMZ simulations, refer to Mao et al. (2015).
The RHAPSODY simulations also span a very narrow mass
range at the cluster-size scale, Mvir = 1014.8±0.05 M . The cosmo-
logical parameters used for the RHAPSODY simulations are very
similar to those of MMMZ, specifically: ΩM = 0.25; ΩΛ = 0.75;
h = 0.7; σ8 = 0.8; and ns = 1. The differences between MMMZ
and RHAPSODY cosmologies will have negligible effect on any
comparisons performed in this paper, as halo concentrations only
depend weakly on cosmological parameters, especially at z = 0
(e.g., Ludlow et al. 2014).
These RHAPSODY zoom-in simulations were selected from
one of the CARMEN simulations from the LArge Suite of DArk
MAtter Sim-ulations (LasDamas; McBride et al. 2011) with a vol-
ume of 1 h−1Gpc and 11203 particles. We use the higher-resolution
version of these simulations (RHAPSODY 8K), which have a parti-
cle mass ofmp = 1.3×108h−1M and a force resolution (as defined
above as four times the softening length) equivalent to 13 h−1 kpc.
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2.2 Density Profiles and Subhalo Removal
In this work, we endeavour to study the density distribution of the
“smooth" components of host haloes. We use Rockstar (version
0.99.9-RC3+) to identify haloes according to a virial definition. The
Rockstar halo finder uses phase-space information in order to dis-
tinguish subhaloes from the host halo’s background density, which
we take advantage of for this work. Using the particle catalogues
we define the smooth component of any host halo to be the mass
not associated with any Rockstar-identified subhalo. For more de-
tails on Rockstar, see Behroozi et al. (2013) or access the publicly
available code at bitbucket.org/gfcstanford/rockstar.
There exists no unambiguous way to define the smooth com-
ponent of a halo. Our operational definition is dependent upon the
Rockstar algorithm for halo identification. Further details regard-
ing this choice and other possible ambiguities are given in Sec-
tion 4.4 and Appendix B.
For the purposes of this work, we define the smooth component
of a host halo to be those particles not explicitly associated with a
self-bound subhalo by Rockstar. We have used this definition to
construct the following processed simulation data sets.
• subhalo-included: the set of all particles associated with the
host and all of its subhaloes (in Rockstar this corresponds to all
particles that reside within the virial radius of the host halo).
• subhalo-excluded: particles that are associated with the host but
not explicitly associated with any subhalo listed in the Rockstar
halo catalogue. This sample excludes subhaloes but includes
diffuse substructures, such as streams, that do not meet the binding
criteria in Rockstar.
• subhalo-only: the set of particles explicitly associated with at
least one subhalo. This corresponds to the set of particles in the
subhalo-included set that are not within the subhalo-excluded set.
In all cases, only particles within the virial radius of the host halo
are considered. As is evident, the subhalo-included data set consists
of the union of particles within the subhalo-excluded and subhalo-
only data sets, and the subhalo-excluded and subhalo-only data sets
are mutually exclusive. Readers interested in further details of these
definitions can see Appendix B.
It is useful to get a visual impression of the substructure re-
moval procedure. Fig. 1 shows a scatter plot of particles within a
plane of width ∆z = ±1kpc of the centre of the host halo for one
of the MMMZ haloes. The host halo is centred at (x = 0, y = 0).
The left (blue) panel shows the combined distribution of host halo
and subhalo particles; i.e., the subhalo-included sample as defined
above. This is the set of particles that would generally be taken
to correspond to a single dark matter halo in N-body simulation
analyses and in the vast majority of studies of halo properties.
The middle (orange) panel of Fig. 1 depicts the subhalo-
excluded sample. There is a noticeable feature aside from the
smooth central component of the host halo; at (x = −0.01, y =
0.09h−1Mpc) there is an over-density that was not listed in the
Rockstar halo catalogue due to its low bound fraction (the subhalo
is not self-bound in the eyes of Rockstar). This definition of halo
particles more closely maps to the dark matter associated with the
central galaxy of the halo, and hence is closer to the de facto halo
definition assumed in many observational analyses.
For comparison, the right (green) panel depicts only the parti-
cles associated with those subhaloes that are listed in the Rockstar
halo table, or subhalo-only. By construction, the combination of
the orange and green points is identical to the blue points. While
it appears that there is a remaining central halo component, these
particles exhibit a large, coherent velocity to the halo centre when
observed in velocity space. This over-density represents a substruc-
ture passing near the host halo centre.
It is evident that the distribution of mass without subhaloes is
much smoother with many fewer density peaks, demonstrating the
effectiveness of our subhalo exclusion procedure.
The smooth, subhalo-excluded, components of halo profiles
contain less total mass than the virial masses of the full halo pro-
files. For instance, for the MMMZ haloes, ∼ 16% of the mass is in
subhaloes on average, while the mass fraction in subhaloes for the
RHAPSODY haloes is ∼ 42%. Consequently, the smooth compo-
nents of the haloes will not separately satisfy the same virial over-
density criterion that the subhalo-included profiles satisfy. This in-
troduces an ambiguity in the physical boundaries of the haloes with
subhaloes removed. We choose to use the original virial radius, rvir,
as the halo boundary even in the case with subhaloes removed. We
note that quantities listed with the subscript "nosub" are computed
when subhaloes are excluded. We also note that when individual
haloes are examined we include their snapshot reference ID.
3 ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe our analysis methods. First, we sum-
marise the functional forms of the analytic dark matter halo profiles
used to fit the simulation data, including a new functional form that
we refer to as the “generalised Einasto” profile. We then describe
the algorithms used to fit these profiles to simulated halo density
profiles. Lastly, we specify the statistics used to assess the quality
of fits.
3.1 Density Profile Parameterisation
Halo density profiles have been modelled and parameterised in
various different ways. The two following families of functions have
been used most frequently to describe dark matter halo densities:
(i) Double Power-Law: These profiles asymptote to different power
laws at small and large radii. Profiles of the double power-law type
generally have functional forms similar to the NFW profile de-
scribed by Equation 1. Previous work has explored a generalised
NFW (gNFW) five-parameter profile in order to account for devia-
tions of dark matter haloes from the standard NFW profile, particu-
larly to allow for variations in the slopes at the inner (cusp/core) and
outer regions of haloes (Hernquist 1990; Zhao 1996; Dekel et al.
2017). The gNFW profile can be written as
ρ(r) = 2
(β−γ)/αρs(
r
rs
)γ [
1 +
(
r
rs
)α] (β−γ)/α , (2)
where α, β, and γ are all constants. The generalised NFW double
power law has a slope of −γ at small radii and −β at large radii;
the α parameter governs the rate of transition between these slopes.
The standard NFW profile has (α, β, γ) = (1, 3, 1), corresponding
to an inner power law index of −1 and an outer power law index of
−3. Many studies use the NFW profile, as the simplicity of having
fewer free parameters can be advantageous, despite the increased
fidelity with which a gNFW profile can represent simulation data.
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Figure 1. Visualisation of subhalo removal in a 2D projection for one of the MMMZ host haloes. The particles shown here are all restricted to be within the
virial radius of the halo, denoted by the black dashed line. In addition we plot a subset of the particles restricted to be near the z value of the halo centre, requiring
zhost − 0.001 < z < zhost + 0.001h−1Mpc. The left (blue) panel shows the standard case where all host and subhalo particles are considered together as making
up the dark matter halo. High density areas away from the centre corresponding to subhaloes can be easily seen. The middle (orange) panel corresponds to the
case where we have excluded subhalo particles; his case may be more appropriate for comparison with observational techniques, as discussed in Section 2. The
particle distribution is much smoother and more uniform, but some substructure (not associated with systems that Rockstar defines as self-bound subhaloes)
is still visible. In the right panel (green) we show only those particles associated with subhaloes that are included in the Rockstar catalogue. By construction
the orange distribution and the green distribution added together correspond to the blue slice.
(ii) Continuously Varying Power-Law: Functional forms of this type
allow for a gradual flattening of the slope of the density profile to-
wards the inner part of the halo. A well-known member of the con-
tinuously varying power-law family is the Einasto profile (Einasto
1963), which has come to be used extensively as recent work has
shown it to be a better description of the distribution of matter in
haloes than other two or three-parameter profiles (Gao et al. 2008;
Navarro et al. 2010; Dutton & Macciò 2014; Klypin et al. 2016).
The standard three-parameter Einasto profile is
ρ(r) = ρsexp
(
− 2
α
[( r
rs
)α − 1] ), (3)
where ρs and rs are the scale density and scale radius, defined
similarly as in the NFW case. The Einasto profile differs from the
NFW profile most at small and large radii. The inner slope of the
Einasto profile goes to 0 as r approaches 0, and the outer slope does
not asymptote to a constant value.
In the main body of this paper, we focus on four specific pro-
files. These are (i) the NFW profile (Equation 1, two parameters),
(ii) the generalized NFW profile (Equation 2, five parameters), and
(iii) the Einasto profile (Equation 3, three parameters), which serve
as standards to compare to prior work, as well as (iv) a new four-
parameter “generalised Einasto” (gEinasto) profile that we find best
describes halo density profiles:
ρ(r) = ρs
( r
rs
)−γ
exp
(
− 2
α
[( r
rs
)α − 1] ), (4)
where γ modifies the inner density profile slope compared to the
(Einasto 1963) form. This profile’s asymptotic behaviour tends to
−γ at small radii1.
1 As we were finalising this manuscript, Lazar et al. (2020) presented a
cored-Einasto profile for the description of density profiles in galaxy forma-
tion simulations.
In Appendix A we describe the other functional forms that we
tested, but do not present detailed results for each of these profiles
for the sake of brevity. Our qualitative results carry over to these
cases as well. As we will show, the gEinasto profile, (iv), is the
best-performing model and will be used to demonstrate most of our
results. We use the NFW model, (i), as a standard for comparison.
In order to enable comparisons across different types of halo
profiles, we calculate halo concentration using the radius at which
the profile fit has a derivative equal to −2, r = r−2. We define
concentration as c−2 = rvir/r−2. For each of the aforementioned
profiles, the local power-law indices and values of r−2 are as follows.
(i) The NFW profile:
d ln ρ(r)
d ln r
= −3r + rs
r + rs
; r−2 = rs . (5)
(ii) The generalised NFW profile:
d ln ρ(r)
d ln r
= −γ +
(γ − β)( rrs )α
1 + ( rrs )α
; r−2 = rs
(γ − 2)
(2 − β)
1/α
. (6)
(iii) the Einasto profile
d ln ρ(r)
d ln r
= −2
(
r
rs
)α
; r−2 = rs . (7)
(iv) The generalised Einasto profile
d ln ρ(r)
d ln r
= −γ − 2
(
r
rs
)α
; r−2 = rs
(
2 − γ
2
)1/α
. (8)
In the case of the gEinasto profile, if γ > 2, then the profile will
never have d ln ρ/d ln r > −2.
3.2 Profile Fitting Procedure
Much of the analysis in this paper relies on fits of halo density pro-
files to the functional forms described in Section 3.1. We perform
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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fits on both stacked and individual halo profiles. Stacked profiles
have compelling uses in both theory (individual halo profiles are
noisy, making stacks useful for the study of general trends) and
observation (e.g. the stacking of weak lenses to improve the infer-
rence of halo properties from low signal-to-noise lenses). Individual
halo profiles allow us to study halo-to-halo variations. Our fitting
procedure is as follows:
(i) From Rockstar catalogues and particle tables, we compute
halo density profiles as follows. We bin the distribution of
particle distances relative to the centre of the host halo, r , into
90 logarithmically spaced bins between r/rvir = 10−3 and 1. We
calculate the density of each bin by dividing mass by bin volume,
vi =
4
3pi(r3i+1 − r3i ), where i is the bin index.
(ii) To compute stacked profiles, we first normalise each profile by
the total mass of its subhalo-included profile. Normalisation is not
necessary for individual halo fits.
(iii) To construct a stack, we calculate the mean density of the number-
weighted profiles, creating a number-weighted stack. Stacks are
constructed in scaled units (r/rvir). We calculate standard error of
the density in each bin, SEi = σi/
√
N , where σi is the standard
deviation of the density of the given radial bin across all haloes of
the stack, and N is the number of haloes in the stack. We use the
standard error as the uncertainty in the fits.
(iv) For individual halo profiles we do not need to calculate the mean.
In these cases, we use σ, the standard deviation of the density of
all the haloes in the respective simulation, as the uncertainty.
(v) We then mask all bins with bin centres below four times the
softening length of the simulation from being used in the fits
(4 × lsoft = 0.68 h−1 kpc comoving for MMMZ and 4 × lsoft = 13
h−1 kpc for RHAPSODY).
(vi) Finally, we fit each functional form to the density profiles
(whether derived from a stack or an individual halo) by min-
imizing the usual χ2 function [see Eq. (10) below] using
scipy.optimize.curve_fit from the scipy Python package
(Jones et al. 2001). To expedite the fits, we include by-eye ini-
tial guesses for each free parameter. The fitting errors are those
described in points (iii) and (iv). We apply the following set of
bounds on each parameter to avoid unphysical solutions.
(a) ρs > 0,
(b) 0 < rs < Rvir,
(c) 0 < α < 5,
(d) 0 < β < 10,
(e) 0 < γ < 5 for gNFW or −5 < γ < 5 for gEinasto.
The details of the fitting procedure are as follows. First, we
choose as the independent variable for each binned density
ri =
√
rbin,outer × rbin,inner, the geometric mean of the radial bin
edges. We evaluate the analytic density profiles at each of these
values of ri . We allow ρs to be a free parameter in the fits,
but one may choose instead to keep it fixed, which guarantees
that the fitted profile will satisfy the integral definition of the
halo virial mass. There are studies that have allowed ρs to be
a free parameters (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001; Wechsler et al.
2002; Di Cintio et al. 2014) and studies that have not (e.g.,
Navarro et al. 2004; Dehnen & McLaughlin 2005; Ludlow
et al. 2016; Child et al. 2018). Also note that when we plot
10 2 10 1 100
r/rvir
1010
1011
r2
(r)
[M
/k
pc
]
MW-Mass Halo (829)
Subhaloes-included
Subhaloes-excluded
Figure 2. The density profile of Halo 829 in the Milky Way-mass (MMMZ)
simulations, the same halo shown in Fig. 1. The y-axis shows r2 times the
density, as a function of distance from the centre of the halo. The grey region
represents radii below the resolution limit of the simulations, as discussed
in Section 2. The blue and orange curves are based on particles shown in
the correspondingly coloured panels in the previous figure; in all figures,
blue indicates subhalo-included distributions and orange indicates subhalo-
excluded distributions. The error bars on the simulation data are plotted
every 10 bins starting at the first bin for subhalo-included and at the fifth bin
for subhalo-excluded. These errors correspond to the halo-to-halo spread
in density across all of the MMMZ haloes, rather than the uncertainty in
the plotted values. In the inner region of the halo the two profiles are very
similar to each other, but they deviate more in the outer parts of the halo;
this is a common trend among haloes.
stacked profiles we normalise the profile to the mean mass of the
haloes (with subhaloes included) so that all profiles are plotted
in absolute units. For example, we plot r2ρ(r) in units of M kpc−1.
Fig. 2 is the first depiction of a single halo’s density profile
in this paper and is shown as an example. The plot corresponds to
MMMZhalo 829, the same object whose projected density is shown
in Fig. 1. On the y-axis we plot the quantity r2 × ρ(r) instead of just
ρ(r) to make it easier to see differences amongst density profiles,
given the large dynamic range of density. The grey, vertical band
at the left represents the resolution limit of four times the softening
length,which is equivalent to 0.68 h−1 kpc comoving. Themeanings
of the colours are matched to Fig. 1. The solid blue curve represents
the subhalo-included density of Halo 829; i.e., the quantity normally
calculated from N-body simulations, incorporating both host halo
and subhalo mass. The solid orange curve depicts the subhalo-
excluded density profile; mass associated with detected subhaloes
is not counted in this case. While in the inner region of the halo
the two profiles are quite similar they deviate from each other in
the outer region. The error bars indicate the halo-to-halo scatter in
density and not uncertainty in the density.
As part of our analyses, we also scrutinise the local power-law
index, d ln ρ/d ln r , fromboth the numerical halo density profile data
and the fits to the analytic profiles. Examining the local power-law
index of the profiles yields insight into the profile parameters (e.g.,
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Figure 3. Analytic density profile derivatives for a Milky Way-mass
(MMMZ) type halo. The parameters of each profile were determined from
the subhalo-included fits to the MMMZ stacked haloes Section 3.1 (NFW,
generalised NFW, Einasto, and generalised Einasto). This plot extends over
a large range of radii in order to clearly depict clearly the asymptotic be-
haviours of each profile. The red lines depict theNFW(solid) and generalised
NFW (dashed) profiles, and the purple lines depict the Einasto (dash-dot)
and generalised Einasto (dotted) profiles. Our parameterisation of the gen-
eralised Einasto profile allows for a shallower inner slope in the halo.
α, β, γ) that will best represent the numerical data. The derivatives
of the numerical data are calculated numerically using the three-
point (quadratic) Lagrangian interpolation estimator (Hildebrand
1987; Bevington & Robinson 2002).
In Fig. 3we show an example of the local power law indices as a
function of halo-centric distance for each of the analytic profiles that
we investigate for pedagogical purposes. Red lines depict the NFW
(solid) and generalised NFW (dashed) profiles, and purple lines
depict the Einasto (dash-dotted) and generalised Einasto (dotted)
profiles. The parameters of these profiles were selected from fits
to the subhaloes-included stacked profiles of the Milky Way-mass,
MMMZ haloes and are listed in Table C1, but the fits themselves
are not important here. Notice that for illustrative purposes, the
plot extends over an unusually large range of halo-centric distances.
We do this in order to illustrate the asymptotic behaviours of the
profiles, as each profile has unique behaviour at its asymptotes.
The parameterization of the generalised Einasto profile allows us to
decrease the asymptotic slope in the inner region of the halo.
3.3 Assessing Fits
We have employed a variety of statistics to assess the quality of fits
for each functional form described in Section 3.1. The statistics that
we will examine are the root-mean-square fractional residual, χ2,
and Akaike and Bayesian information criteria.
The first statistic we use to characterise fit accuracy is the root-
mean-square fractional residual between a halo profile and its best
fit,
fRMS =
√√
1
Nbins
∑
i
[
ρpred(ri)
ρdata(ri)
− 1
]2
, (9)
where ρdata(ri) is the density estimated for the simulated halo in
the ith radial bin, ρpred(ri) is the value of the density predicted by
the model to which the data is being fit. The fRMS residual value
provides an easily interpretable measure of the accuracy of fits; if
fRMS = 0.1, the best fit of a given type typically deviates from the
measured halo density profile by ≈ 1% (in an RMS sense, so that
deviations are added in quadrature). The closer fRMS is to zero, the
better the match is between the best fit to a given functional form
and the measured density profiles.
We use the well-known χ2 statistic to assess quality of fit and
to performmodel selection from among the analytic density profiles
that we propose above. The χ2 statistic is
χ2 =
∑
i
[
ρpred(ri) − ρdata(ri)
SEi
]2
, (10)
where SEi is the standard error per bin described in Section 3.2,
and the sum over i is a sum over all of the bins not excluded by
the resolution cut. To avoid confusion, we denote χ2 values derived
from fits to stacked density profiles as χ2stack. For individual profiles,
we calculate the χ2 values resulting from each of the individual halo
profile fits. In order to discuss the fit quality for this ensemble of
fits, we examine the median χ2 value resulting from the set of fits
and designate it as χ2median.
We aim to identify the profiles that best represent the halo pro-
files in our simulations; however, we cannot draw this conclusion
directly from the fRMS and/or χ2 values because the functional
forms used have varying numbers of free parameters. Adding ad-
ditional parameters to a fitting function will always decrease both
the minimum value of χ2 and fRMS. To assess whether or not the
additional parameters have intrinsic explanatory power, it is nec-
essary to determine whether or not the decrease in the minimum
value of χ2 is significant in comparison to the decrease in χ2 one
would expect from adding parameters that simply fit the noise in
the data. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) are statistics that are frequently used
to quantify whether or not the improvement of the fit (i.e., decrease
in χ2) is sufficient to conclude that the additional parameters have
explanatory power (Glen 2015, 2018). The AIC and BIC are
AIC ≡ 2k + χ2, and (11)
BIC ≡ ln(n)k + χ2, (12)
where k is the number of free parameters in a given model and n
is the number of data points used to evaluate the fit. Differences in
AIC/BIC of more than ten are generally considered to provide very
strong evidence of a superior model. For example, if AIC is reduced
by more than ten upon introducing a model with more parametric
freedom, one concludes that the new model is a superior fit to the
data with intrinsic explanatory power.
4 RESULTS
In this section, we compare the subhaloes-included and -excluded
halo density profiles, and assess how well each of the various ana-
lytic forms of halo density profile can describe the simulated data
sets. In so doing, we will show that the subhaloes-included profiles
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are very different from the subhaloes-excluded density profiles, par-
ticularly in the outer regions of the halo, and characterise those
differences.
4.1 Identifying Best Fit Forms for Stacked Profiles
The focus of this subsection is to identify which analytic halo profile
fitting functions best describe the stacked profiles of simulated dark
matter haloes.
Table 1 presents a variety of summary statistics for assessing
the fit quality for each of the proposed analytic density profiles
introduced in Section 3.1. Blue or orange colours are used to indicate
tables of statistics for the subhalo-included or subhalo-excluded
cases, respectively. All goodness-of-fit statistics provided are the
values for fits to stacked halo profiles, with the exception of the last
column, which lists the median chi-squared value from the set of
fits to each individual halo in the sample. The profiles are listed in
Table 1 in order of BIC from lowest (best) to highest (worst). It is
evident that fRMS and χ2 generally follow the same rank ordering
as BIC. As a reference, the best-fit values of the parameters from
all of the profile fits are provided in Table C1 of Appendix C.
The generalised Einasto profile is the most effective model
for the simulated halo density profiles, considering both Milky-
Way-mass haloes (MMMZ) and cluster-mass haloes (RHAPSODY)
and for both the subhalo-included and subhalo-excluded data. It
is favoured over the other profiles considered by all statistics used
here, except for the median chi-squared value across haloes. In this
case, with the exception of the the subhaloes-excludedMMMZdata,
the generalised NFW profile yields marginally smaller values. The
smaller χ2values for the individual haloes are likely a result of the
increased model complexity of the generalised NFW profile.
Having established the utility of the generalised Einasto profile,
we will focus on this profile for most of the remainder of this paper.
In most of the figures that follow, we will present detailed results
for the gEinasto profile and the standard NFW profile. We include
the standard NFW profile because it is widely studied and therefore
enables comparison with previous literature. The corresponding
rows in Table 1 are highlighted to indicate these profiles.
We now turn our attention to the optimal model, the gener-
alised Einasto profile, and the comparison model, the NFW profile.
Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show the stacked fits in both mass regimes. As
before blue denotes subhalo-included and orange denotes subhalo-
excluded. The vertical grey band indicates radii below the simulation
resolution limit (see Section 2.1). The fit to the generalised Einasto
profile is shown by the thick dashed lines, and error bars represent
the standard error in the stacked profile for each bin. These are
among the same fits used to generate Table 1.
The lower panels of Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b depict the ra-
tio of the density profile fits to the simulated profiles. The x-
axes align with the top panels while the y-axes show R(ρ(r)) =
ρ(r)fit/ρ(r)simulation. This ratio would lie along the black dash-dot
horizontal line at R(ρ(r)) = 1 for a perfect fit; the smaller the devi-
ation from the R(ρ(r)) = 1 line, the closer a functional form is to
the stacked profile. As in the upper panel the dashed lines are the
fits to the generalised Einasto profile. The shaded bands show the
regions between the R(ρ(r)) = 1 line and R(ρ(r)) values for NFW
fits to the halo density profiles, for comparison.
In terms of deciding upon the functional form that most faith-
fully represents simulated dark matter haloes, Table 1, Fig. 4a, and
Fig. 4b all show that at both mass ranges we have the same re-
sult: the gEinasto profile is a better representation of the simulation
stacks than the NFW profile. The gEinasto profile has the possi-
ble disadvantage of two additional free parameters, but this result
holds even using metrics, such as the BIC and AIC, that account for
additional parameter freedom. These conclusions hold for both the
subhalo-included and the subhalo-excluded data sets.
Despite being described faithfully by the same functional
form (the gEinasto profile), it is apparent that the subhalo-included
and subhalo-excluded profiles are notably different. In particular,
subhalo-excluded density profiles drop more steeply at large radii
than the subhalo-included density profiles. These differences man-
ifest themselves in different best-fit profile parameters. The mass
deficit at large halo-centric distance are a result of the fact that
subhaloes are preferentially found in the outer regions of haloes
(Zentner et al. 2005). It is likely the case that the shallow outer
slope of the NFW profile is a result of subhalo contribution, which
we explore further in the following subsection. Without subhaloes,
the host halos likely have higher concentrations as a result of this
deficit of mass in the outer region, which we explore further in
Section 4.3.
4.1.1 Effective Power Law Index
One of the clearest ways to see why the NFW (and other func-
tional forms) do not perform as well as the gEinasto profile is by
comparing the local power-law indices, defined as d ln ρ/d ln r , of
the simulated profiles to various functional forms. Deviations from
these asymptotic behaviours imply limitations to the quality of the
fit that the corresponding profile can achieve. The technique for
calculating the density derivatives is described in Section 3.1.
In Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b, we show the local power-law indices
corresponding to the profiles shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. The
results shown in Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b are not new fits to the local
power-law indices of the profiles. Rather, they show the local power-
law indices implied by the fits to local density discussed above. In
both plots the thin solid lines depict the local power-law indices of
the simulation data and the thick dashed lines represent the param-
eters resulting from the fit to the generalised Einasto profile. The
shaded regions around the fits to the gEinasto profile define the 68
and 95 percentile confidence regions of the fit. These percentile re-
gions are calculated from bootstrap re-sampling (re-sampling with
replacement) of the set of host halo density profiles 1000 times. For
each bootstrap sample, the fit of the stack is performed again and
the corresponding power law indices are computed by substitution
of the fit parameters. Then we determine the confidence regions.
Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b further demostrate that the generalised
Einasto profile is able to capture the behaviour of the simulation
for both the subhalo-included and the subhalo-excluded models. It
is also notable that the subhalo-excluded profiles are steeper than
their counterparts due to the mass deficit in the outer region of the
haloes.
We compare the subhalo-excluded power-law indices for all
four profiles of interest (NFW, generalised NFW, Einasto, and gen-
eralised Einasto) in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b. The steep outer slopes of
the subhalo-excluded simulation data set cannot be well described
by either the NFW profile or the Einasto profiles.
For the Einasto profile, the inner power-law index approaches
0 when r  rs. The parameter α allows the profile to steepen as r
increases, but no single value of α can capture the rate of increase
of the slope on all scales. The gEinasto profile improves upon the
Einasto profile by introducing a distinct parameter to capture the
inner profile power-law index, making it approach to −γ for r 
rs. With this additional freedom, α in the gEinasto profile can be
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MW-Mass Subhaloes Included
Models fRMS 2stack BIC 2median
Gen. Einasto 0.017 44.481 61.588 7.21
Gen. NFW 0.021 70.878 92.261 6.382
Einasto 0.033 192.502 205.332 8.949
NFW 0.137 1843.308 1851.861 28.389
MW-Mass Subhaloes Excluded
Models fRMS 2stack BIC 2median
Gen. Einasto 0.016 35.602 52.709 5.974
Gen. NFW 0.022 66.045 87.428 6.068
Einasto 0.055 430.868 443.698 9.744
NFW 0.104 2026.734 2035.287 35.095
Cluster-Mass Subhaloes Included
Models fRMS 2stack BIC 2median
Gen. Einasto 0.027 135.334 151.842 8.924
Gen. NFW 0.032 188.193 208.829 7.343
Einasto 0.041 333.317 345.698 12.841
NFW 0.075 818.921 827.175 19.402
Cluster-Mass Subhaloes Excluded
Models fRMS 2stack BIC 2median
Gen. Einasto 0.018 33.268 49.776 4.122
Gen. NFW 0.027 75.339 95.975 3.505
Einasto 0.062 428.287 440.668 8.826
NFW 0.096 1419.749 1428.003 23.233
Table 1. Statistics for evaluating goodness-of-fit and model suitability for the NFW profile, generalised NFW profile, Einasto profile, and the generalised
Einasto profile. The blue tables represent fits where mass from subhaloes is included in the density profile, as has generally been done in previous simulation
studies; orange tables represent cases where subhalo mass has been excluded. The first two tables correspond to the Milky Way-mass (MMMZ) host haloes
and the second two tables correspond to the cluster-mass (RHAPSODY) host haloes. The two models used in the following figures are highlighted. We first list
statistics calculated from fits to stacks (averages) of the haloes in each respective simulation; specifically, the the root mean square fractional residual (fRMS),
the χ2 of the best fit to the stacked haloes (χ2stack), and the Bayesian Information Criteria. The final column, (χ2median), represents the median of the chi-squared
values calculated from fits to the density profiles of all individual haloes from a simulation set. The statistics used are described in more detail in Section 3.3.
In almost all cases, the generalised Einasto profile provides the most balance of fit quality and limited model complexity; the BIC values in particular provide
strong evidence that this functional form performs optimally at describing halo density profiles.
tuned to match the halo density profiles at r & rs. In this way, the
generalised Einasto profile is able to capture the shallowness of the
subhalo-included profiles and the steepness of the subhalo-excluded
profiles at large radii.
The contrast between the outer power-law indices of the
subhalo-included and subhalo-excluded profiles has a profound im-
plication: the outer power-law index of the mass distribution of
haloes is determined largely by subhaloes. A comparison between
the results shown in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b to the general profile shown
in Fig. 3 shows that the asymptotic behaviour of the given profile at
r ∼ rvir drives the fitmore than the asymptotic behaviour at the inner
region. Profiles with relatively shallow slope at large radii, such as
the standard NFW profile with d ln ρ/d ln r = −3, do not faithfully
describe the smooth (subhalo-excluded) components of halos. This
should be considered in any application for which one must model
the smooth component of the host halo and the subhaloes associated
with the host halo independently.
4.2 Impact of Subhaloes on Individual Halo Profiles
So far we have found, using stacked profiles and fit quality statistics,
that the generalised Einasto profile describes well the halo mass
distribution both with or without the presence of the mass in sub-
haloes. Haloes are dynamically evolving systems, which results in
halo-to-halo variation for haloes of the same mass. A functional
form that fits well to a stack may not necessarily be a good fit to the
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Figure 4. (a) Upper panel: The stacked density profile from all 45 Milky Way-mass (MMMZ) host haloes. The grey band at low r indicates the adopted
resolution limit of four times the softening length. The blue curve depicts the density profile when subhalo mass is included, as conventionally done in N -body
analyses, while the orange curve corresponds to the case where subhaloes have been excluded. Both curves have been fit to a generalised Einasto profile, as
defined by Equation 4 and discussed in Section 3.1. The thick blue dashed line is a generalised Einasto fit to the blue curve, and the thick orange dashed line is
a fit to the orange curve. Although small, the plotted error bars correspond to the standard error, as describe in Section 3.2. Lower panel: Ratio of the density
profile of the fit to the simulation data. The horizontal line at R(ρ(r)) = 1 denotes where a perfect fit would lie. The blue and orange bands represent the area
between the curve for the stacked profile fit to the standard NFW (described in Equation 1) for subhalo-included and excluded respectively. In comparison, the
dashed lines are much closer to the R(ρ(r)) = 1 mark. It is evident that a generalised Einasto profile is a better fit to the simulation than the standard NFW
profile in both cases as expected from Table 1. (b) As in panel (a), but for the stacked density profile of the 96 cluster-mass (RHAPSODY) host haloes. In both
mass ranges it is apparent that mass in subhaloes has the largest effect on the density profiles in their outer portions.
individual haloes that contributed to the stack due to this variation.
In this subsection, we investigate fits to the profiles of individual
simulated dark matter haloes, rather than to stacked profiles. We
apply the same fitting procedures described in Section 3.2.
For the sake of brevity we show a selection of 3 haloes from
each simulation in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b.We select the haloes closest to
the 33rd, 66th, and 99th percentiles in χ2 from the subhalo-included
fits. This corresponds to Halo 088 (483), Halo 530 (266), and Halo
606 (517) for the MMMZ (RHAPSODY) haloes. We used the same
fitting procedures as Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b in axes and colours, the
only difference being that the profiles are not stacked. The error-
bars are representative of the standard deviation of all haloes in
the respective simulation (the halo-to-halo scatter) of which the
calculation is describe in (iv) of Section 3.2.
Some of these profiles have notable peaks in the outer region
or troughs in the inner region. We investigated these deviations
from the fits for these haloes. These features are caused by massive
subhaloes and/or active mergers. Consequently, these features are
not well described by a single monotonic profile function when
subhaloes are included, and in some cases even when subhaloes are
excluded (as in Halo 088), because the particles are mixed in.
Despite the noisiness of the individual halo profiles, these
results are very similar to those in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. According
to the residuals the generalised Einasto profile provides a tighter fit
than the NFW profile. Additionally, as before, the subhalo-excluded
profiles are much smoother. While the shapes of the profiles are not
completely identical they are much more similar to each other.
To assess fit quality, Fig. 8 shows the χ2 of the individual halo
fits to the generalised Einasto profile, where the x-axis is the χ2
with subhaloes and the y-axis is the χ2 without subhaloes. Red
points mark MMMZ haloes and purple points mark RHAPSODY
haloes. The black, diagonal line corresponds to the case in which
both values of χ2 are equal. The square, diamond, and star points
correspond to the halos whose profiles are shown in Fig. 7a and
Fig. 7b.
It is evident that the χ2 values for the fits to the gEinasto
profiles are generally smaller when subhaloes are excluded. This
is the case for both simulation mass ranges, but the effect is more
pronounced in the RHAPSODYhaloes. This decrease in χ2 is likely
a result of the halo density profiles yielding a much smoother mass
distribution after subhaloes are removed. Because we are fitting to
a smooth functional form, this form can describe the halo density
profile with smaller residuals.
We further investigate if this change in χ2 is correlatedwith the
fraction of mass in subhaloes, defined as Mvir,nosubs/Mvir, where
Mvir,nosubs is the total mass within Rvir but excluding particles as-
sociated with subhaloes. The points in Fig. 8 are shaded according
to the subhalo abundance metric; halos marked in darker colours
have a smaller mass fraction in subhaloes. The haloes with a greater
portion of their mass in subhaloes tend to have worse χ2 when
subhaloes are included, an effect which is substantially alleviated
without subhaloes. This follows the narrative that the halo density
profiles are much smoother without subhaloes and thus better de-
scribed by an analytic profile. However, there is a decent scatter
about this trend - the haloes with the most mass in subhaloes don’t
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Figure 5. (a) Effective power law index of the density profiles (i.e., logarithmic derivatives of the profiles) as a function of radius for the Milky Way-mass
(MMMZ) haloes. Plotted here are the derivatives derived from a stack, or average, of the profiles from all of the MMMZ host haloes. The solid lines depict
the derivative of the stacked simulation data, which is calculated using a 3-point derivative algorithm numerically. The dashed line shows the local power-law
index implied from the fit to the generalised Einasto profile. We re-sample the 45 hosts with replacement and re-calculate the fits of these new samples to the
generalised Einasto profile. Then we calculate the 68 and 95 percent regions of the local power-law index. The shaded blue and orange regions around the fit
represent these bootstrapped errors. As before, the grey region represents radii below the resolution limit of the simulations. The generalised Einasto profile
provides a good fit to the simulations except the very extreme outer region where the profile falls off. (b) Same as (a) but for the cluster-mass (RHAPSODY)
haloes; the generalised Einasto profile is also a good descriptor of the simulations in this mass range.
necessarily have the worst fits to the generalised Einasto profile.
Thus subhaloes abundance alone cannot describe this change in χ2.
Overall we have shown that in addition to stacked haloes indi-
vidual halo profiles can be well described by the generalised Einasto
profile. Both by eye inspection (examining the profile fits) and the
results of the χ2 of the fits provide strong evidence that the gener-
alised Einasto fits to the individual profiles are acceptable. We also
show that regardless of stacks or individual profiles, halo density
profiles exhibit a mass deficit in the outer halo region when sub-
haloes are excluded. Additionally the subhalo excluded component
of the haloes are smoother than their subhalo included counterparts,
which allows them to be better described by a smooth functional
form.
4.3 The Concentration–Mass Relation With and Without
Subhaloes
It is now well known that mean halo concentration is a slowly de-
clining function of halo mass (e.g., Bullock et al. 2001; Eke et al.
2001; Wechsler et al. 2002; Zhao et al. 2003; Duffy et al. 2008;
Gao et al. 2008; Macciò et al. 2008; Klypin et al. 2016; Ludlow
et al. 2016; Prada et al. 2012; Diemer & Kravtsov 2015). This mass
dependence of halo concentration is widely thought to be caused by
the fact that larger haloes assemble their masses later, on average,
than their less-massive counterparts. In this section, we study the
degree to which subhaloes themselves influence the mass depen-
dence of halo concentrations. We emphasise that the concentrations
calculated when subhaloes are excluded use the original virial ra-
dius of the halo with subhaloes. There is no unambiguous way to
define a halo without its subhaloes so here we take the simplest
approach of maintaining the same halo “edge” in both cases.
The best-fit values of halo concentration for subhalo-included
and -excluded are shown in Fig. 9. Red points denote the MMMZ
haloes and purple points denote the RHAPSODY haloes. Open cir-
cles mark values calculated from the generalised Einasto fits and
open triangles mark values calculated from the NFW fits. We also
show corresponding histograms of the concentration values, filled
histograms represent the generalised Einasto profile results and out-
lined histograms represent NFW profile results. The concentration
parameter is calculated as described in Section 3.1.
It is evident that haloes of different mass ranges exhibit differ-
ent changes in concentration. The MMMZ haloes roughly maintain
the same concentrations, with or without subhaloes, from the gen-
eralised Einasto fits. However these same haloes have increased
concentrations resulting from the NFW fits. In contrast, the RHAP-
SODY haloes almost all have higher concentrations without sub-
haloes regardless of the fit profile. In part this effect is a result of the
more massive RHAPSODY haloes having a larger fraction of their
mass in subhaloes. However, despite this change the concentrations
of the RHAPSODY haloes and MMMZ haloes do not match with-
out subhaloes. This implies that the concentration dependence on
halo mass is not purely decided by the presence of subhaloes — the
smooth central halo component is also impacted by halo formation
history.
In Table 2 we quantify the changes exhibited by the concentra-
tion after subhaloes are excluded, with similar conclusions to those
described above. The errors presented are calculated via bootstraps
of the haloes. In the first and third columns we present the median
concentrations of the individual halo fits (for MMMZ and RHAP-
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Figure 6. (a) Similar to Fig. 5a, this figure shows the effective power law indices of the density profiles as a function of radius for the MW-mass haloes for all
four profiles (NFW profile, generalised NFW profile, Einasto profile, and generalised Einasto profile) explored herein. We show results for the subhalo-excluded
models only, as all profiles provide good descriptions of the subhalo-included simulation data set. The solid lines depict the derivative of the stacked simulation
data, and the dashed line shows the power-law index implied from the fit of the simulation data to the respective profile. (b) Same as (a) but for the cluster-mass
haloes. For both mass regimes the NFW profile has a much shallower outer slope than the simulation data. The Einasto profile has a much less severe but
shallow prediction as well. This shallow slope means the profiles do not have enough flexibility to match the simulation data when subhaloes are excluded. It
is evident that the additional parameter of the generalised Einasto profile over the standard Einasto profile allows for a larger flexibility in describing the halo
density profiles.
SODY haloes respectively). The generalised Einasto profile median
concentration has a smaller increase without subhaloes compared
to the NFW profile (and even decreases minimally for the MMMZ
haloes). Because subhaloes are typically in the outskirts of haloes,
the exclusion of the mass in subhaloes results in an increase in
concentration (Zentner et al. 2005).
Next we calculate the scatter of the concentration at a fixed
halo mass, σlog c−2 , shown in columns two and four of Table 2.
This is done by calculating the interquartile range (IQR) of log c−2.
This gives an estimate of σ, where we assume log c−2 follows a
normal distribution such that σ = IQR/1.349. When subhaloes are
excluded, the scatter in both simulations is much smaller, indicating
less scatter amongst halo fitting parameters. In general the scatter
is smaller in the more massive RHAPSODY haloes compared to
the MMMZ haloes, which is an expected result from, e.g., Neto
et al. (2007); Duffy et al. (2008). The subhalo-included results fall
within the range of values estimated for the NFW profiles (see e.g.,
Jing 2000; Bullock et al. 2001; Wechsler et al. 2002; Comerford &
Natarajan 2007; Neto et al. 2007; Duffy et al. 2008).
The final column of Table 2 shows the ratio of the me-
dian concentration of the Milky Way-mass MMMZ haloes to the
median concentration of the cluster-sized RHAPSODY haloes,
MMMZ med(c−2)
RHAPSODY med(c−2) . This ratio is larger than one in all cases, re-
flecting the fact that concentration is a slowly decreasing function
of halo mass. We find that the value of this ratio computed from the
subhaloes-excluded concentrations is smaller than the value for the
standard, subhaloes-included concentrations. The median concen-
trations of the haloes of the different masses exhibit a higher degree
of similarity in the subhaloes-excluded case. Halo concentrations
still exhibit a non-negligible mass dependence when subhalos are
excluded. Thus subhaloes increase the mass dependence of concen-
trations but do not completely explain the mass trend.
4.4 Robustness Checks and Caveats
We have performed several tests to ensure the robustness of our re-
sults. First, we examined the results when stacking subsets of haloes
according to additional halo properties to see if this had an effect on
the fit assessment (such as subhalo abundance). We have tabulated
the same statistics as those in Table 1 when stacking subsets of the
haloes split according to their subhalomass fraction (see Section 4.2
for further discussion on this quantity) and other such proxies for
subhalo abundance such as metrics for halo formation time (as halo
formation time is anti-correlated with subhalo count). In general the
trends were the same as those shown for the full stack, barring a
couple of edge cases where the stack was influenced by a few haloes
undergoing mergers.
In general, we present fRMS values calculated using the log-
arithmically spaced bins defined in (i) of Section 3.2. Logarithmic
bins have the effect of preferentially weighting the inner portions
of halo profiles relative to a binning scheme linear in radius, r . To
do that we computed a linear fRMS by interpolating densities onto
a linear grid and recomputing each of the fits. We have confirmed
that using a linear binning scheme does not alter the qualitative
results and preserves the rank ordering of fRMS among haloes in
the sample.
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Figure 7. (a) Three individual halo profiles and their respective fits from the MW-mass simulations (the axes and colours are the same as those in Fig. 4a).
These haloes were selected according to the χ2 of their fits including subhaloes. We have marked three haloes that are at the 33rd (Halo 088), 66th (Halo 530),
and 99th (Halo 606) percentiles in χ2, representative of a good, average, and not very good fit respectively. Error bars are representative of the halo-to-halo
scatter, plotted every 10 bins starting at either the 0th bin (for subhalo-included; blue) or the 5th bin (for subhalo-excluded; orange). According to the residuals
there is strong evidence that individual haloes tend to be better described by the generalised Einasto profile than the NFW profile. (b) As in (a) but for the
cluster-mass host haloes. The haloes at the 33rd, 66th, and 99th percentiles in χ2 before subhalo removal are Halo 483, Halo 266, and Halo 517. As in (a), the
individual halo profiles are better fit to the generalised Einasto profile than the NFW profile.
MW-Mass Cluster-Mass c-M Relation
Models Median c 2 log10c 2 Median c 2 log10c 2 cMW2 /ccluster2
NFW 13.666 ± 0.7 0.141 ± 0.042 5.484 ± 0.17 0.103 ± 0.05 2.492 ± 0.155
Gen. Einasto 11.633 ± 0.65 0.216 ± 0.033 4.632 ± 0.15 0.137 ± 0.044 2.511 ± 0.163
MW-Mass Cluster-Mass c-M Relation
Models Median c 2 log10c 2 Median c 2 log10c 2 cMW2 /ccluster2
NFW 15.987 ± 0.48 0.118 ± 0.038 8.46 ± 0.2 0.077 ± 0.027 1.89 ± 0.087
Gen. Einasto 12.285 ± 0.55 0.148 ± 0.04 6.331 ± 0.17 0.085 ± 0.033 1.94 ± 0.117
Table 2. Tables of the median concentrations and scatter for the simulated haloes. The concentrations are calculated as described in Section 3.1. As before the
blue table shows results of subhalo-included models and the orange table shows results for subhalo-excluded models. The median concentrations are simply
the medians of the values computed for each individual halo for the given model, with errors from bootstrapping. We also list concentrations of the stacked
halo profiles in Table C1. The scatter σlog c−2 describes the scatter in the concentration–mass relation. Concentration is simply a transformation of the halo
parameters and makes it easy to study the differences, namely that the scatter is much smaller for subhalo-excluded models indicating that their parameters are
more similar. The final column cMW−2 /ccluster−2 is the fraction of the median concentrations for the respective simulation. The fractional change in concentration
is much smaller for subhalo-excluded. These results indicate that subhaloes have an effect on the concentration-mass relation but do not completely explain the
trend.
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Figure 8. The χ2 of the individual halo fits to the generalised Einasto pro-
file with subhaloes (the x-axis) plotted against the χ2 of the individual halo
fits without subhaloes (the y-axis). Red points mark MW-mass (MMMZ)
haloes and purple points mark cluster-mass (RHAPSODY) haloes. For ref-
erence, the black line across the diagonal shows χ2 = χ2nosub. The three
points marked here by the square, diamond, and star correspond to the halo
profiles shown in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b. All of the points are coloured ac-
cording to a proxy for subhalo number, the halo mass fraction in subhaloes
Mvir,nosub/Mvir. The darker the shade, the less total halo mass in subhaloes
(or the fewer subhaloes a halo has). The MMMZ haloes have quite a bit of
scatter but tend to have improved χ2 after subhaloes are excluded. Nearly all
of the RHAPSODY haloes have improved fits after subhaloes are excluded.
In general the haloes with a larger mass fraction in subhaloes have smaller
χ2after subhaloes are excluded from the fits. Without subhaloes the halo
profiles are smoother and have smaller residuals compared to analytic pro-
files. However, the scatter indicates that subhalo abundance alone does not
account for the change in χ2.
A separate concern is that the halo profiles have not turned over
yet at the virial radius, especially for the moremassive RHAPSODY
haloes. The edge of a halo is arbitrarily defined. Because of this there
is the possibility that the virial radius may no be the physical edge
of the halo. In terms of density profiles this means that the density is
not yet at the point where the slope is diverging. We have examined
and fit profiles extending to both 1.5× rvir and 2× rvir and find that
this has no effect on our qualitative results.
In addition to these consistency checks, our results and con-
clusions are subject to several caveats. First, concentrations were
determined via a specific algorithm for halo profile fitting. While
we expect the qualitative aspects of our conclusions to be unaltered
by the application of distinct algorithms, some of the quantitative
details of the results may be sensitive to the algorithm used to
determine halo concentrations.
Second, the detailed results presented here are dependent on
what one defines as “substructure.” In Section 2.2we define streams,
caustics, and loosely self-bound objects that are actively being dis-
rupted as part of the smooth halo component. Including these objects
in the substructure component would reduce the mass of the smooth
halo component and may also systematically alter the structure of
the smooth halo component. For further detail and examples of an
alternative way of defining substructure see Appendix B and rel-
evant figures. Even with that alternate definition, the generalised
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Figure 9. The concentration of the MW-mass MMMZ haloes (red) and the
cluster-mass RHAPSODY haloes (purple) calculated from individual fits to
the generalised Einasto profile (open circles) and the NFW profile (open tri-
angles) as described in Section 3.1. The horizontal axis is the concentration
when including the mass in subhaloes, denoted by c−2 With Subhaloes, and
the vertical axis is the concentration when excluding the mass in subhaloes
as denoted by c−2 Without Subhaloes. We also show corresponding his-
tograms of the concentrations for the gEinasto profile (filled) and the NFW
profile (outlined). A solid black line shows y = x; points on this line result
in the same concentration values regardless of the presense of subhaloes.
The MMMZ haloes show little to no change in gEisnasto concentration af-
ter excluding subhalo mass, while the RHAPSODY haloes almost all have
notably higher gEinasto concentrations without subhaloes. For NFW con-
centrations, there is a larger increase in both mass ranges when halos are
excluded. We find that a concentration–mass relation remains, even with the
exclusion of subhalo mass.
Einasto profile still has the smallest BIC, fRMS, χ2, etc for subhalo
excluded fits.
In this work we use the default binding criteria defined in
Rockstar (see Behroozi et al. (2013) for further detail), or the
limit that a subhalo must meet in order to be self bound. Using
different halo finders and different binding criteria can result in
slightly different substructure abundances. This in turn can slightly
alter what is counted as “substructure” and what is attributed to
the smooth halo component. While we use the criteria that 50%
of particles must be bound to a subhalo, Behroozi et al. (2013)
finds that effects don’t manifest until a threshold of 15% or lower.
We expect our qualitative results to hold for different subhalo self-
binding criteria, especially because the subhalo mass fraction is
generally small compared to the overall halo mass.
Third, as with all simulation-based studies, the simulations
that we analysed had finite force and mass resolution. We again
expect that our qualitative conclusions are not compromised byfinite
resolution, but several quantitative aspects of the results may be
resolution dependent. Most notably, we provide best-fit parameters
for each profile in Appendix C. It may be tempting to take the
inner profile power-law indices (γ) to represent the asymptotic inner
power-law indices of halo density profiles, as this is a quantity of
interest across many sub-disciplines. However, we caution that the
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specific power-law indices quoted are likely resolution dependent
and our analysis cannot to rule out profiles that become shallower
than ρ ∝ r−1 at small radii.
Resolution can alter our quantitative results in at least one ad-
ditional way. As resolution increases, smaller subhaloes will be re-
solved within the simulation. Consequently, removing “subhaloes”
according to the definition used herein is inherently resolution de-
pendent. In future studies, the most sensible definition of subhalo
and/or substructure will likely depend upon the specific data anal-
ysis that the simulation results will be compared to.
Fourth, we have only examined two narrow halo mass bins
here. Therefore, we cannot make specific statements about the de-
tailed mass dependence of any of the effects that we have explored,
including the concentration–mass relation. An interesting exten-
sion of this work would be to consider the profiles of haloes over
a wider range of masses in order to construct an improved halo
concentration–mass relation based on smooth profiles.
Lastly, recent work such as that by Carlsten et al. (2020) finds
that satellites are more concentrated than subhaloes. Baryonic ef-
fects may alter our quantitative results along these lines; while in
N-body simulations the subhalo mass loss occurs only in the outer
regions, it may occur at smaller radii when baryonic physics is
introduced. Another interesting extension of our work would be
to explore the effects of removing subhaloes in hydro-dynamical
models.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the density profiles of the smooth
components of host dark matter haloes and compared them with
conventional halo density profiles. Typically, the density profiles
of host dark matter haloes are analysed including all of the mass
associated with subhaloes within these hosts. Here, we isolate the
smooth components of the host haloes by removing the mass asso-
ciated with subhaloes (following earlier work by Wu et al. 2013),
and study the resultant smooth host density profile.
We examine the difference between the smooth and con-
ventional density profiles for a set of high-resolution simula-
tions of 45 Milky Way-sized haloes (the MMMZ haloes, with
Mvir = 1012.1±0.03M), and a set of simulations of 96 cluster-sized
haloes (theRHAPSODYhaloes, withMvir = 1014.8±0.05M). Con-
sidering profiles at different masses is a priority because the amount
of halo substructure is known to increase systematically with halo
mass (Zentner et al. 2005). However, the prerequisite of high res-
olution precludes an exploration of a wide range of halo masses.
Studying high-resolution simulations of Milky Way- and cluster-
sized haloes is a compromise between these considerations.
We have drawn four primary conclusions from ourwork, which
can be summarised as follows.
(i) The density profiles of the smooth components (i.e.,
excluding mass within subhaloes) of host dark matter
haloes decline more steeply at large radii compared to
conventional density profiles that include both smooth
mass and mass within subhaloes.
(ii) A single functional form, the generalised Einasto
(gEinasto) profile, describes all of the profiles that we
have studied, including both smooth (subhaloes-excluded)
and conventional (subhaloes-included) profiles, with a
smaller residual error than either the often-used NFW or
Einasto profiles.
(iii) We find that concentrations (c−2) derived from the
smooth halo density profiles exhibit a weaker dependence
upon mass than the concentrations derived from conven-
tional density profiles including subhaloes. This indicates
that substructure plays an important role in establishing
the concentration–mass relation.
(iv) Concentrations derived from the density profiles of the
smoothed components of haloes exhibit exhibit smaller
scatter at fixedmass than conventional concentrations. This
indicates that substructure plays a role in establishing the
distribution of halo concentrations at fixed mass.
Each of these conclusions has a variety of important consequences.
We elaborate on each of points (i)–(iv) in turn below.
The prevalence of substructure is a natural consequence of
CDM. It is also known that subhaloes are distributed within their
hosts differently than themass distribution (Nagai &Kravtsov 2005;
Zentner et al. 2005). One consequence of this difference is that the
smooth component of a halo has a density profile that is different
from its total mass density profile including subhaloes, declining
more rapidly than the full halo density profile. This distinction may
be relevant to studies that aim to understand the nature of the nearly
universal density profiles of haloes, and may impact analyses of a
variety of observations. The effect that we measure is also broadly
consistent with recent work describing the influence of mergers on
halo concentrations (Wang et al. 2020).
Consider the analysis of a hypothetical gravitational lens sys-
tem as an illustration of the importance of the distinction between
the mass in the smooth component of the host and its subhaloes. The
mass distribution of the lens system can be constrained through the
observation of themagnified/distorted images of the source galaxies
behind the lens system. A common strategy is to treat the bulk of the
lens mass as an NFW profile. However, visible substructures (satel-
lite galaxies) or invisible substructure are treated as haloes with
their own, distinct profiles. The problem with this scheme is that
the NFW profile used to describe the main lens system is already
calibrated to include the mass in substructure. This new, composite
lens system, built from an NFW main halo and distinct subhaloes,
no longer represents the mass distributions found in CDM halo sim-
ulations. One might informally say that the subhaloes are “double
counted.” The model would represent the predictions of simulations
more faithfully if the main lens were modelled using a profile cali-
brated to the smooth component of the host halo alone. This work
provides such profiles.
Similarly, halo density profiles determine the luminosities of
extra-galactic sources of dark matter annihilation. The boost factors
associated with the balance between the smooth halo component
and subhaloes could be altered by the differences between the two
as we have shown such profiles are markedly different.
Wedemonstrated that the “generalisedEinasto” (gEinasto) pro-
file introduced here provides a better description of dark matter halo
density profiles than either the NFW or Einasto profiles (or several
other candidate profiles, see Appendix A). Indeed, in all cases that
we have studied, including MMMZ (Milky Way-sized) haloes and
RHAPSODY (cluster-sized) haloes, both with and without includ-
ing the mass within subhaloes in the density profiles, the gEinasto
profile provides a superior description of the dependence of halo
density on halocentric distance. As evinced in Fig. 3, Fig. 6a, and
Fig. 6b, the Einasto profile has the shortcoming that it cannot de-
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scribe the variation of the local power-law index d ln ρ/d ln r as
a function of r with a single value of α for the entire halo. The
gEinasto profile is an Einasto-type profile with an additional free
inner power-law index. This additional freedom enables the Einasto
profile to describe halo density over the entire range of resolved
halo radii. A gEinasto fit to stacked halo density profiles describes
the haloes with residuals smaller than a few % in all cases.
Concentration (c−2) is a convenient dimensionless character-
isation of the scale at which a halo profile steepens. Here we find
that the concentrations of the smooth halo density profiles have
a weaker dependence on mass than conventional concentrations,
which is shown in Fig. 9 and Table 2. First, we find that the concen-
trations for the subhalo-excluded profiles (for the gEinasto profile)
are up to ∼ 30% higher than concentrations derived from the con-
ventional halo mass distribution for individual haloes (and up to
∼ 35% higher for the stacks). This is in agreement with results
from past work (e.g., Zentner et al. 2005; Mao et al. 2015; Fielder
et al. 2019) that indicated that haloes with higher concentrations
tend to have fewer subhaloes. W also find higher halo concentra-
tions when subhaloes are removed. However, a mass dependence
on concentration remains, even without subhaloes in the picture.
Thus the concentration–mass relation is only partially explained by
subhaloes.
At fixed mass we also find that the smooth profile concentra-
tions have a significantly smaller scatter than concentrations with
subhalos included. Some scatter remains after subhalo removal.
One possible source of this remaining scatter is environment, as
work by Macciò et al. (2007) found that more concentrated haloes
live in denser environments at fixed mass. This is consistent with
the now well-known concentration-dependent clustering of haloes
(Wechsler et al. 2006; Gao & White 2007).
We have shown that subhaloes have a prominent effect on
the profiles of dark matter haloes at larger radii (r & r−2), and have
given fitting formulae that encapsulate this effect. As we collect ever
more precise data at a variety of observational facilities, we hope
that this new accounting for halo mass will enable more powerful
and less biased data analyses. The effort to understand the role of
subhaloes in determining halo properties is only beginning. Given
this work, it is reasonable to suspect that subhaloes may influence
a variety of halo properties. While a detailed exploration is beyond
the scope of this paper, future studies of such effects may yield tools
which can further improve data analyses and deeper insights into
the formation and evolution of dark matter haloes.
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APPENDIX A: OTHER HALO PROFILES
There have been numerous papers discussing various profiles that
describe dark matter haloes. Most are variations of the double
power-law generalised NFW profile (Equation 2) with power-law
indices α, β and γ set to various specific values. There has been
more recent work that also studies varieties of continuously varying
power laws, namely modifications to the Einasto profile (Equa-
tion 3). In addition to the primary results presented in the main
text, we investigated fitting dark matter halo density profiles to the
following analytic forms.
(i) The generalized NFW profile with various constraints on α, β, or
γ. E.g., (α, β, γ) = (1, 3, γ); (1, β, γ); (α, β, 1.58).
(ii) The Generalised Moore profile (Moore et al. 1999) (α, β, γ) =
(3 − γ, 3, γ).
(iii) The Denhen &McLaughlin Profile (Dehnen &McLaughlin 2005)
(α, β, γ) = ( 49 ,
31
9 ,
7
9 ).
(iv) The Generalised Denhen & McLaughlin Profile (Dehnen &
McLaughlin 2005) (α, β, γ) = ( 3−γ5 ,
18−γ
5 , γ).
(v) The (Di Cintio et al. 2014) model (α, β, γ) = (0.84, 2.85, 1.09)
using the equations in their paper, and M∗ = 5 × 1010 and Mhalo =
1.3 × 1012 for the Milky Way from Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard
(2016).
(vi) A log parabola (or curved power law), as it was a good descriptor
of the effective power law index of our profiles (i.e., the derivative
of the log of the density with respect to log r, which is discussed in
Section 4.1.1). This is expressed by ρ(r) = ( rrs )−α−β ln (r/rs ).
None of these profiles performed as well as the generalised NFW or
generalised Einasto profiles. We mention them here for complete-
ness for the reader.
APPENDIX B: SUBHALO REMOVALWITH ROCKSTAR
Herewe continue the discussion of how subhaloes are excluded from
calculations. Cleanly identifying particles that belong to detectable
subhaloes and distinguishing them from particles that belong only
to the host and not to any subhalo is not straightforward. Objects
identified as subhaloes in the halo table do not correspond one-to-
one to the set of over-densities visible in particle distributions. For
example, Rockstar does not list subhaloes with low self-bounded
particle fractions in the halo catalogue (< 50% self-bound parti-
cles). These are structures that are very diffuse and do not fall within
the strict "subhalo" definition. Some of these objects are very small
and not real, so one must define a mass and self-bound fraction cut
in order to get high purity results. Please refer to the Rockstar
paper, Behroozi et al. (2013), for details on binding criteria.
In Section 2.2 our "subhalo-excluded" particles are those that
are not associated with any subhalo listed in the Rockstar halo cat-
alogue. This sample includes objects that do not meet the bounded-
ness criteria in Rockstar. However, it is also possible to select
particles that are only tagged as host particles. This would mean ex-
cluding both particles that belong to substructure that meets Rock-
star’s criteria and particles that are part of other more diffuse
substructures.
In Fig. B1 we show a 2D halo slice (∆z = ±1kpc) comparing
this alternative subhalo-excluded method to that of Section 2.2 and
Fig. 1. The left panel depicts the particles of this alternative subhalo-
excluded model in black. The right panel of Fig. B1 depicts the
particles that are in our fiducial model but are not included in the
alternative subhaloes excluded model. There is a significant portion
of mass in diffuse material that is not yet part of the host halo
according to Rockstar, but likely would be in a few time steps.
Thus we use this more realistic interpretation as our host halo.
The alternative subhalo-excluded method is an even smoother
depiction of the host halo. If we then plotted the opposite of this to
show subhaloes only, therewould be amuchmore notable buildup of
particles at the centre of the halo caused by the diffuse substructure.
This alternative subhalo-excluded method is less physical as haloes
would indeed contain diffuse over-density peaks near the centre as
a result of hierarchical buildup. Hence we warn the reader about
using this alternative subhalo-excluded definition.
Fig. B2a and Fig. B2b show what these differences look like
when shown as a halo density profile. These plots are identical
to the simulation data depicted in our other stacked figures, i.e.,
the upper panels of Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b. In addition we provide
a stacked profile for the alternative method of subhalo-excluded
depicted by the black line. Using this definition of subhalo exclusion
more strongly impacts the inner portion of the halo in addition
to the outer portion of the halo. This method over-suppresses the
inner mass of a realistic halo, as we expect the diffuse/smooth halo
component to partially consist of old disrupted subhaloes.
APPENDIX C: BEST FIT PROFILE VALUES
For reference in Table C1 we provide the best fit parameters for the
stacked haloes to each profile discussed in the text in addition to the
concentration computed from these parameters, as per Section 3.1.
We emphasise that the rs provided is not the inverse of the con-
centration, as our concentrations are calculated from r−2 and not
rs .
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Figure B1. Left: alternative subhalo-excluded particles, depicted in black. This figure has the same z-axis cut at Fig. 1 and the virial radius of the host halo is
overlaid. Right: The subset of particles that exist in the fiducial subhalo-excluded method presented in the paper that do not exist in the set of the alternative
subhalo-excluded particles. I.e. particles in the middle orange panel of Fig. 1 that do not overlap with the particles shown in the left panel of this plot. It is
apparent that in this alternative subhalo-excluded method there is no evidence of other minor over-densities and the host is completely smooth. Additionally,
there is a significant portion of mass that does exist in diffuse material that is not yet classified as part of the host halo in our fiducial model.
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Figure B2. (a) The same simulation data depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 4a, i.e. a stacked density profile of all 45 of the MW-mass MMMZ host haloes.
The blue curve depicts the density profile for subhalo-included, the orange curve depicts our simulations after subhaloes have been excluded, and the black
curve depicts the simulations for the alternative method of full subhalo-excluded. (b) The same data depicted in the upper panel of Fig. 4b, or a stacked density
profile of all 96 of the cluster-mass RHAPSODY host haloes depicting both methods of subhalo-excluded. It is evident that this method excludes a significant
portion of mass in the inner halo region in addition to the outer halo, which is likely a less physical representation of an observed halo.
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MW-Mass Subhaloes Included
Models rs c 2
NFW 0.0758 N/A N/A N/A 12.85
G.NFW 1.0 0.58 5.1 1.2 10.52
Einasto 0.0859 0.17 N/A N/A 11.88
G.Einasto 0.6821 0.34 N/A 0.98 10.53
MW-Mass Subhaloes Excluded
Models rs c 2
NFW 0.0606 N/A N/A N/A 15.86
G.NFW 0.6013 0.7 5.8 1.3 11.51
Einasto 0.0707 0.2 N/A N/A 13.91
G.Einasto 0.5457 0.4 N/A 1.1 11.78
Cluster-Mass Subhaloes Included
Models rs c 2
NFW 0.1837 N/A N/A N/A 5.44
G.NFW 0.9962 0.78 4.64 1.19 4.49
Einasto 0.2041 0.19 N/A N/A 4.9
G.Einasto 0.9999 0.49 N/A 1.04 4.42
Cluster-Mass Subhaloes Excluded
Models rs c 2
NFW 0.118 N/A N/A N/A 8.48
G.NFW 0.5961 1.05 4.9 1.26 6.34
Einasto 0.1308 0.26 N/A N/A 7.64
G.Einasto 0.5688 0.64 N/A 1.11 6.29
Table C1. Fit values for the profiles of interest in this work, described in
Section 3.1. The rs are scaled by the median rvir as in our plots. These are
fit values that result from the stacked haloes after being fit to each listed
profile. Values marked as "N/A" mean that this profile does not have that
parameter in it.
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